What really makes algorithmic mathematics fun? One might claim, "it is the pleasure of the pure mathematical discovery brought by simple curiosity". Another would assert, "implementing an algorithm in a computer so as to find an unexpected connection to mathematical reasoning". Be what may, the truth is that algorithmics research can be fun, when done by people who have fun doing it, and who take things as they come. . . with humor! No doubt, it is not so easy to convey why fun with algorithms is fun! This issue contains a variety of papers with a multitude of interesting methodologies and approaches all brought together in the name of fun. It is of course hard to do justice to the elegant, rich ideas presented in the papers or even give details of the research work in such a short introduction, but a brief outline of the papers presented is as follows.
Picture-Hanging Puzzles shows how to hang a picture by wrapping rope around n nails, making a polynomial number of twists, such that the picture falls whenever any k out of the n nails get removed, and the picture remains hanging when fewer than k nails get removed. The Coolest Way to Generate Binary Strings gives interesting ways of generating all binary strings, or weight-range binary strings by providing generalized successor rules and the orders can be generated by simple algorithms. First and foremost we would like to thank the authors that contributed to this issue. We would like to express our deepest gratitude to all the (anonymous) reviewers, who carefully worked out all the details in the papers and provided insightful comments and remarks to the authors. Without them this collection of papers would have never been possible. Finally, we wish to thank the competent staff at Springer for facilitating our work. We hope you will enjoy the papers as much as we did. August 12, 2013 
